He defines his art as founded on "nature's underlying pattern-book of forms".
Seed, the massive granite sculpture recently installed in the education building at the Eden Project, an environmental centre in Cornwall, UK, is a triumphant realization of his vision. Weighing 62 tonnes and standing more than 4 metres tall, its great granite mass is enclosed in the tight embrace of a pod-like chamber at the centre of the building, where it is subject to the infinitely varied caress of natural light.
The curvaceous egg shape of Seed was determined by Randall-Page's sense of the instinctive rightness of its contours in relation to size, mass and material. A set of nodes, systematically graded in their diameter and protrusion, spiral around the form. The relationship to nature is one of principles and resonances, rather than imitation. We think of a pine cone or the arrangement of bud primordia on a shoot.
Randall-Page explains how this phyllotaxis was achieved. "I initially worked with Iain Cant, an expert in computer threedimensional modelling. Together we plotted the spiral phyllotaxis pattern onto a virtual three-dimensional form that was then printed out as a three-dimensional rapid prototype model. I had hoped that we would be able to project the virtual image onto the stone itself in order to draw the pattern, but in the event this method proved not to be sufficiently accurate, although it was useful for establishing the arrangement of circles on the very top of the sculpture.
"Eventually, I plotted the pattern of around 1,800 nodes directly onto the surface of the stone using a ruler and compass. I drew two primary spirals traversing the form in opposite directions to represent the two dominant alignments of circles. Using horizontal bands, I was then able to divide each circumference into numerical divisions of two consecutive Fibonacci numbers, in this case 21 and 34. Joining these points created two families of opposing spirals whose intersection represented the centre of each node."
The resulting sculpture is more than simply an adornment to the building that houses it. Randall-Page played an important role in how architect Jolyon Brewis at Grimshaw determined the spiral geometries of the 'sunflower seed' roof that embraces the lofty peak of Seed. The sculpture and building share their natural engineering. 
